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2000 Hamburg 13, West Germany 
The extension concept and the adult concept are shown to be equivalent for 
deterministic 0L systems with at least wo tables. This is done by showing the 
existance ofa normal form for DTOL systems with respect to their adult languages. 
INTRODUCTION 
Two important ways to obtain languages from developmental systems are 
the extension concept, i.e., to consider only words over a certain (terminal) 
alphabet, and the adult concept, i.e., to take just those strings, which renew 
themselves once they have been generated (see, e.g., Walker (1974)). Vitanyi 
and Walker (1978) showed the equivalence of these two concepts for most 
types of developmental systems, but left open this problem for 
nonpropagating DTOL systems. With the help of control sets (see Ginsburg 
and Rozenberg (1975)) it is possible to give a positive answer. 
PRELIMINARIES 
The free monoid generated by the finite alphabet V is denoted by V*, the 
empty word by 2. For L___ V* let Min(L) be the set of all letters of V 
occurring in words of L. 
For the ease of handling with control sets we use a new formal definition 
of a DTOL system without changing any of the DTOL properties: 
DEFINITION. (a) A DTOL system is a quadruple G = (V, X, P, S), where 
(i) V and X are finite nonempty sets (called the alphabet and the 
table alphabet, respectively), 
(ii) P: V × X--} F'* is a mapping (called the table function) and 
(iii) S is a word in F* (called the axiom). 
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(b) A DTOL system G = (V,X,P, S) is called a DTk0L system i f fX has 
exactly k elements. 
Instead of a finite set of tables Pt we use a mapping P by setting 
v ~ P(a, i) iff a ~ v is an element of Pi. In the same way we can convert a 
mapping P into a finite set of tables. 
The mapping P is extended to V* × X* by P(2, x) := 2 and P(av, x) := 
P(a, x) P(v, x) and further P(v, 2) := v and P(v, xy) :--- P(P(v, x), y) for all 
aE V, v~ V*, xEX and yEX*.  
For subsets L _ V* and C _ X* we set P(L, C) := 
{P(v, Y) I v ~ L A y C C}. 
Now we are able to squeeze several kinds of languages out of a DTOL 
system. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (V,X,P, S) be a DTOL system. 
(a) L(G) :=P(S ,X* )  is called the language of G. Fix(G) := 
{v ~ V* ]P(v, x) = v for all x C X} is the set of all strings stable with respect 
to P. A(G) := L(G)~ Fix(G) is called the adult language of G. 
(b) If  L is a subset of V*, then C(G,L ) :={yEX*tP(S ,y )EL  } is 
called the control set of L with respect to G. (The notions of weak and 
strong control sets as defined by Ginsburg and Rozenberg (1975) are easily 
seen to be equivalent for deterministic T0L systems.) 
(c) For a subset U of V the elements of which are called terminals we 
define the language E(G, U) := L(G) O U*, (This method of obtaining a 
language E by intersection of L with a terminal alphabet U is often called 
the extension concept). 
(d) Let EDTOL (resp. EDTk0L ) denote the set of all languages E(G, U), 
where G is a DTOL (resp. DTk0L ) system. ADTOL and ADT~0L are defined 
in the same way. 
Of course the classes of languages defined above coincide with the 
corresponding families defined with the help of tables. 
COMPARISON OF ADULT AND EXTENSION CONCEPT 
Before we can prove the main result of this paper we need some simple 
lemmata. 
LEMMA 1. Let G = (V, X, P, S) be a DTOL system. Then we have 
(a) C(G, Fix(G)) = C(G, Fix(G))X* and 
(b) P(S, C(G, Fix(G)) =A(G).  
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Proof (a) Clearly C(G, Fix(G)) is a subset of C(G, Fix(G))X*. Now let 
x~C(G,  Fix(G)) andy=y~y2- . .y ,  CY* ,n>/1 ,  y iCXfor  l~<i~<n. We 
have to show that xy is an element of C(G, Fix(G)). Obviously 
v :=P(S,x)CFix(G).  By induction over j it is easy to see that 
P(v, Yl Y2 "'" )9) = v for all 1 4 j ~ n. This implies xy C C(G, Fix(G)). 
(b) By definition we know P(S, C(G, Fix(G))_  F ix(G)~ L(G)= A(G). 
On the other hand for every v~A(G)cL(G)  there exists a yEX*  with 
v = P(S, y). But v E Fix(G) implies y @ C(G, Fix(G)) which completes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 2. Fix(G) is a regular subset of V* for every DTOL system 
G=(V,X ,P ,S ) .  
Proof For x ~ X define the D0L (=DT10L) system G x := (V, Px, S) by 
Px(a) := P(a, x) for each a E V. It is easy to see that Fix(G) is the inter- 
section of all the Fix(Gx). By Lemma 3 of Herman and Walker (1975) we 
know that each Fix(Gx) is a regular set and hence Fix(G), too. 
LEMMA 3. C(G, Fix(G)) is a regular subset of X* for every DTOL 
system G = (V,X,P, S). 
Proof By Lemma 2.2 of Ginsburg and Rozenberg (1975). 
DEFINITION. A DTOL system G = (V, X, P, S) is in adult normal form, 
iff for all a C Min(A (G)) and for all x C X we have P(a, x) = a. 
Now we are able to state our main result: 
THEOREM. For every DTOL system G = (V, X, P, S) there exists a DTOL 
system G '=(V ' ,X ' ,P ' ,S ' )  which is in adult normal form and satisfies 
X = X' (i.e., has the same number of tables) and A (G) = A (G'). 
Proof If SCA(G)  then L (G)=A(G)={S}.  Then we set V':=V,  
S' := S and P'(a, x) := a for all a C V and x ~ X and get the system G'. So 
without loss of generality lets assume that 
S gi A(G). (1) 
According to Lemma 3 there exists a complete, deterministic and finite 
automaton M = (Z, X, f,  z 0, F) accepting C(G, Fix(G)), where Z is a finite 
set of states, X (the table alphabet) is the input alphabet, f : Z X X-o Z is the 
transition function, z0E Z is the initial state and F cZ  is the set of 
accepting states. As usual the mapping f is extended to the mapping 
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f * :  Z × X* --* Z by f *  (z, ~) := z and f * (z ,  xy) := f *  (f(z, x), y) for x @ X, 
y E X* and z C Z. Now Lemma 1 implies 
f(F, X) ~_ F. (2) 
Equation (1) implies 2 ~ C(G, Fix(G)), which means 
z 0 ~ F. (3) 
Now we can encode the finite automaton M in the system G' as follows: Set 
V' := V U V × (Z - F) and X' := X. For z E Z -- F let the homomorphism 
hz: Is* ~ (V')* be defined by h~(a) := (a, z) for all a E V. We now set 
P'(a, x) := a (4a) 
for a~V and x EX.  Further, for aEV,  xEX and z~Z-F  set 
z' := f(z, x) and define 
P'((a, z), x) := hz,(P(a, x)) if z' ~ F, (4b) 
P'((a, z), x) := P(a, x) if z' E F. (4c) 
Finally let S' := hzo(S ) be the axiom of G', which is possible because of (3). 
So the states of M are encoded in V' while the transition function f is 
contained in P'. 
Now we put z :=f* (z0 ,  w) and v :=P(S,  w) for some arbitrary but fixed 
w E X*. By induction over the length of w one easily deduces from (2) and 
(4) 
P'(S', w) = h~(P(S, w)) if z ~ F, 
P'(S ' ,w)=P(S,w) if zEF .  
(5a) 
(5b) 
With the help of (5) we can show 
A(G') ~_ V*. (6a) 
Proof by contradiction. Assume there exists a v E A(G') - V*. Because 
of v ~L(G')  we get ayEX*  with v =P'(S',y). v q~ V* and (5) together 
imply that z := f* (z  o, y) q~ F. This means y ~ C(G, Fix(G)) and so we know 
w := P(S, y) ~ Fix(G). Hence there exists an x C X with w ~ P(w, x). 
Because of v=hz(w) this implies v~P'(v,x) ,  which is equivalent to 
v ~ Fix(G') in contradiction to the assumption that v ~A(G'). So we have 
shown A(G')~ V*. Further, the relationship 
V* ~_ Fix(G') (6b) 
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immediately follows from the construction of G'. In total we have 
A(G') c_ V* ~ Fix(G'). 
This implies 
(6) 
A(G')= L(G')C3 I1". (6c) 
By (4a) and (6a) we see that G' is in adult normal form. 
Now let v =P(S, x) be an arbitrary element of A(G) with some x E X*. 
Then we know x E C(G, Fix(G)) and that is why z :=f*(Zo,X)EF. 
Equation (5) gives us v = P'(S', x), that is v ~ L(G'). Furthermore because 
of (6) we have v E L(G) ~_ V* ~ Fix(G'). All this implies 
A (G) ___ A (G'). (7) 
On the other hand let v = P'(S', x) be an arbitrary element of A(G') with 
some xEX* .  Then (5) and (6) imply z:=f*(zo, x)EF, that means 
v = P(S, x) and x E C(G, Fix(G)). Lemma lb now yields v C A(G). We have 
a(C' )  ___ A(G). (8) 
Equations (7) and (8) together complete the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 1. For PDTOL systems the theorem is trivially fulfilled because 
every PDTOL system is in adult normal form. (Compare with Vitanyi and 
Walker, Lemma 2 (1978).) 
Remark 2. Using V× Z instead of V X F in the definition of V' and 
adding to X' a finishing table x 0 (i.e., P'(a, Xo) := a and P((a, z), x0) := a if 
z E F resp. P((a, z), x0) := g if z ~ F, where g is a garbage symbol, which is 
rewritten by g2 under all x EX 'U  {x0} ) it is easy to show that for each 
DTk0L system G= (V,X,P,S) and each regular language Re_ V* there 
exists a DTk+10L system H in adult normal form with L(G)~R =A(H)  
(resp. E(H, V)), so proving that the class ADTOL (resp. EDTOL) is closed 
under intersection with regular sets. Further, the number k + 1 can be 
decreased to 2 (see Corollary 4). 
With the help of the theorem we can show the equality of EDTOL and 
ADTOL: 
COROLLARY 1. ADTk0L = EDTkOL for k > 1. 
Proof. "_~" is shown in Corollary 11 of Vitanyi and Walker (1978). 
"___" Let G=(V,X,P ,S)  be a DTOL system with k tables. Then the 
system G' of the theorem is a DTk0L system and with the help of (6) we 
have A(G)=A(G')=L(G')~ I1" =E(G', V). So A(G)is in EDTk0L. 
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COROLLARY 2. For each ADTOL system G = (V, X, P, S) there exists an 
EDTOL system H in adult normal form with A(G)=E(H,  V), i.e., 
ADTOL -- EDTOL. 
Remark 3. By Corollary 2 we see that the adult normal form is also a 
kind of extension ormal form for DTOL systems. 
Remark4. Of course it is possible to prove Corollary 2 without the 
theorem using Lemma 2 and the fact that EDTOL is closed under inter- 
section with regular sets (which is provable with the theorem; see Remark 2). 
But then we loose the property of H to be in adult normal form. 
With the well-known fact that for k> 1 EPDTk0L=EPDTOL= 
(modulo 2) EDTk0L = EDTOL we get 
COROLLARY 3. APDTk0L = APDTOL = (modulo 2) 
ADTk0L = ADTOL 
fo rk> 1. 
COROLLARY 4. For each DTOL system G=(V,X ,P ,S )  there exists a 
DTEOL system H in adult normal form with A(G)=A(H)=E(H,  V). 
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